Regeneration of an identifiable motoneuron in the crayfish. II. Patterns of reconnection and synaptic strength established in the presence of an extra nerve.
The regeneration of neuromuscular connections to the superficial flexor muscle system in the crayfish has been studied under a variety of experimental manipulations. These have provided insight into the factors that can influence the regeneration program of neurons. In this work the regeneration of the largest excitor motoneuron was studied under two different conditions: (1) when the original neuron and a transplanted neuron were growing simultaneously into a denervated target, and (2) when a transplanted neuron was growing into a target that had its original nerve supply intact. In condition 1 both the transplanted and the original neuron formed normal patterns of connectivity and synaptic strength in comparable periods of time. In condition 2 the rate of growth of the transplanted neuron is significantly reduced and does not extend into the lateral fibers of the muscle. It is concluded that the regeneration program of this neuron is not affected by the presence of other neurons growing at the same time into a denervated muscle. Since regeneration is seriously affected if growth occurs into a fully innervated target area, it is suggested that lack of growth stimuli from the target or competitive interactions between established and growing synaptic terminals could influence the regeneration program of this neuron.